
Facts about Cisco 

Certification exams

Cisco developed certification paths to help IT professionals 

successfully deploy and manage Cisco technology. 



A Guide of  Cisco Certification exams



Cisco Certification Overview
Choosing the right Cisco certification path for you depends on your interest, 

experience level and career goals. If  you’re looking to break into Cisco technology, the 

two most popular certification paths are network operations or network design. Cisco 

developed certification paths to help IT professionals successfully deploy and manage 

Cisco technology.

Many businesses choose Cisco for their networking needs, and most of  them will need 

Network Engineers, System Engineers, Security Analysts, and other network 

management positions to keep their infrastructure running. As a result, future CBKs 

will be highly sought after.

https://certificationstime.com/cisco-exam-dumps/


Cisco certifications are a powerful way to improve your job prospects and skills,

but they have expiration dates. The Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA),

the Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP), the Cisco Certified

Internetwork Expert (CCIE), and the Cisco Certified Design Expert (CCDE) are just

a few of the many types of certifications available from Cisco.

Cisco offers certifications at four levels: entry, associate, professional and

expert. Cisco once offered an architect level, but that was retired. In addition to

the core levels, a specialist level is available in several areas. Most of the

certifications fall into the category of either network infrastructure or software

development.



With IT and technical certifications in high demand, Cisco guides you during every

step of the process, from reviewing the exam topics to preparing and practicing

for each exam to scheduling an exam through third-party provider Pearson VUE.

The Cisco certification process is made up of four steps:

 Preparation (learning about Cisco products)

 Practice Exam Questions

 Microsoft Certification Exam Dumps

 Assessment (taking exams)

 Validation (using Cisco skills on-the-job)

 Recertification (renewing credentials)



Which Cisco Certification Path Is Best?

The most essential incentive to become certified in Cisco networking technologies is for career

development. The Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) or the Cisco Certified Network

Professional (CCNP Enterprise) is some of the most effective strategies to achieve your professional

goals:

Cisco certification is a sign that you have the knowledge and experience to perform the task. Network

Engineers, Systems Administrators, and Information Technology (IT) Directors are just a few of

the jobs for which your CCNA may be used.

To learn more about Cisco Certification and get best ways to prepared exams, visit: Cisco Exam

Dumps.

https://certificationstime.com/cisco-exam-dumps/


Cisco Certification Exams

Prepare for, practice, and pass your exams; earn your certifications; and take another step toward the career

you want.

The Cisco Certified Network Associate, or CCNA, is a top IT security certification and is one of the most

respected certifications in the world. An associate-level certificate for IT networking, it helps candidates boost

their professional career with better jobs and higher pay. The CCNA certification proves an individual’s

capabilities to configure, operate, and troubleshoot switched and routed networks.

As more companies turn to the cloud to run their businesses, they become increasingly dependent on

vendors like Cisco, which makes the underlying networking hardware and software. If you’re pursuing a career

as a network professional, a Cisco certification can help you stand out at your company and in the job market.



But with so many Cisco certifications Exams available

500-452 Practice Questions

700-703 Practice Questions

650-059 Practice Questions

500-240 Practice Questions

700-701 Practice Questions

648-238 Practice Questions

Check more Cisco Certification Exams. How do you choose the right path?

CertificationsTime provide the best Practice Questions, You should try to pass

your exam in First Attempt.

https://certificationstime.com/


Why Do People Choose Cisco Certifications?

Cisco Systems, Inc. is a provider of networking and communication technology products and

services. The firm’s most well-known offerings are its business routing and switching solutions,

which route data, voice, and video traffic across worldwide networks. Storage networking

solutions, unified communications applications (WebEx), telepresence & collaboration (WebEx),

as well as a variety of services is available from Cisco.

The Cisco Career Certification program is comprehensive in order to guarantee that IT

professionals have the skills and knowledge needed to support Cisco products and address

customers’ technology issues on several fronts. It starts at the entry-level, goes through

associate, professional, and expert levels, and (in some certifications areas) reaches up to

architect levels.



How Does Certification Help Employers?

Hiring people with Cisco certifications won’t necessarily help the average business become more

profitable.

Obtaining Your Next Cisco Certification

Being able to list any technical certifications under the achievements section of your resume is always a

good thing. But if you are thinking about a career in networking technology, you should first consider

obtaining a Cisco certification. It will help you stand out from the crowd and increase your knowledge

and expertise in your chosen network specialty.

Benefits to Your Career

And the benefits of certification go on way beyond the hiring process. If you are looking to lay the

bedrock of an awesome career in networking, there is a host of reasons you might want to go down the

certification route too.



Solid Technical Influence

Whether it is CCNA, CCNP, DevNet Associate, or CyberOps Associate your Cisco

certification program exposes you to the technologies. It also builds the skills you will

be using throughout your career in IT, whatever the role. To gain certification, you will

be put through the steps to test and verify your real-world knowledge and experience.

Important Non-Technical Skills

Cisco certification is not just about the technical skills. To get certified you are also

going to be exposed to problem-solving, innovative thinking – if your topologies do

not work the tried and tested way, you are going to need to come up with something

new – and to things like team work as well as communicating with your fellow

students. All of these skills are higher than ever on employers’ wish lists.



Get the Bigger Picture of Technology

The chances are once you are in a job that your focus will narrow to one or two 

technologies in that role. Getting certified, however, exposes you to a much 

wider range of topics and technologies that will give you a wider perspective as 

well as more expertise to dip into across your career. You will also be up to 

speed with the latest innovation and development.

Get on the Fast Track

Certification accelerates the promotion process and can set you up for much 

greater salary hikes. Cisco certified professionals see an average salary increase 

of $12-13K (Source: 2020 IT Skills and Salary Report, Global Knowledge).



Keep on Learning

Cisco certification takes you as far as you want to go. From the essentials of

CCENT to CCIE, the most prestigious certification in the industry, you can

develop and pursue your own professional development, keep track of the

constant updates and innovations in technology, and keep your learning alive.

So there you have it – certification makes sense. And the rewards you reap will

repay the investment you make – both financially and of your time.

The CCNA certification is one of the most popular CISCO certifications, and it

does not require any prior knowledge. It will give you a solid base for your

network administration expertise.


